Class TEAMs on iPads and Mobile Devices Overview and Agenda

Overview
This webinar will show teachers how to get the most out of Class TEAMs whether accessing from an iPad or their mobile device. Attendees will see how not only they but their students can communicate and collaborate through Microsoft Teams with their iPads and mobile devices.

Webinar Agenda
00:00 – 10:00 Welcome: Introductions, Meeting Controls, Attendance
(10-minute duration)

10:00-35:00 Overview of Class TEAMs on iPad
- Orientation
- Navigation
- Settings
- Assignments
- Grading
- Meetings
(25-minute duration)

35:00-45:00 Overview of Class TEAMs on Mobile Devices
- Orientation
- Scenarios-Text Feature, Direct reply, Audio Note
(10-minute duration)

45:00-60:00 Closing Questions and Answers
(15-minute duration)

Resources
- https://aka.ms/classroomteams